


Burger King has been committed to 
sustainability for decades. Therefore, we had a 
serious task:
to come up with a wow-campaign that could 
convey to the public the idea of the 
importance of vaccination against COVID-19 
through the brand's products. 



We decided to go the rational way... 
and show people what they really risk to lose 
if they get sick with COVID-19. 

Since the main symptom of the coronavirus 
is loss of taste, Burger King sacrificed the 
main... taste of the whopper, 
its signature burger! 



For one day, the coronavirus "hacked" the Burger 
King website and stole the taste of all whoppers. 
To do this, we replaced all the burgers on the 
menu with empty buns - burgers without filling. 
When you click on any burger, you’ll see 
information with a CTA: get a shot, if you don’t 
want to lose the taste of your favorite whopper!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7E5vjy6vAlE
https://youtu.be/7E5vjy6vAlE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HWNoGYIkoig


Then we replaced the logos 
in all the communities of the brand:



And through SM-posts and OLV 
we announced a new product: a whopper 
with taste of... nothing! After all, this is exactly 
how it tastes with coronavirus.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3GYiVJPAyN0


In response to the buzz in the comments and questions on how to get Nothingwhopper, 
we released a stories-instruction: do not get vaccinated - and it will be yours!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i74ggZmThD8


All social media posts had a link to the COVID-19 Information Center.



We also floated the taste of whopper along 
the Moskva River... For a week, a non-
standard mobile billboard was launched on 
the ship, which broadcast a video that 
played out the advertising medium itself.

The plot was built around the disappearance 
of the filling from the Burger King whopper -
a metaphor for the loss of taste of a 
coronavirus patient.

“The taste floated away? Get a shot! 
Don't let COVID-19 drain the whopper 
taste!”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3mlop91s1Nw


In the Burger King restaurants we have stolen 
the taste of whopper right from under the 
noses of our customers!

Instead of filling, people found only a couple 
of empty buns with a message from the 
coronavirus and a reminder of vaccination. 
Each Nothingwhopper at the checkout could 
be exchanged for a normal one.

In total, we given away about 7,000 
Nothingwhoppers in restaurants.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YI0XX6ZjHBw
https://youtu.be/YI0XX6ZjHBw


But this was not the last surprise... 
Leviwhopper - an installation in the form of 
Nothingwhopper with a bun floating in the 
air - was waiting for visitors at the checkout. 

It not only attracted attention, but also 
through the QR-code led to the vaccination 
map from Yandex to make an appointment 
for vaccination.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=reRtR0e4Hls
https://youtu.be/reRtR0e4Hls


Burger King's Nothingwhopper helped 
people understand:
«It is better to get a shot than to lose 
the taste of your favorite whoppers!»

Reach: 
(mostly organic)

Reactions 
and mentions:

COVID-19 
Info Center visits: 

Vaccination 
map visits:

2 500 000 +

45 000 +

28 000 +

11 200 +




